
HOW TO WRITE A PROPOSAL FOR ADDITIONAL STAFF

Your organization structure and staffing plan is bound to change over time. When you need to justify hiring additional
employees, constructing a proposal that.

Keeping this in mind, we aim to retain people in the longer term which will ensure the success of both the
employees and the company. Hiring Better Employees Starts Here. Career counselor Anna Ranieri, Ph. And
the overtime bill might have reached the point where additional hiring would be more cost-effective. Bonjour
Loreal Paris? Find the Best Time to Hire There is a best time to hire employees and a best time to grow your
staff. After six months of gathering data, I determined that my team of 12 had averaged around 52 hours per
week over that six month period. List the proposed salaries for the new positions and provide a new yearly
total for salaries that includes the proposed new positions. Sample Proposal Dear ABC, Advertisement We are
presenting this proposal to highlight the need for hiring employees in the sales and marketing department. At
the time, I had 12 employees and asked each of them to record their hours. State the financial effects of the
proposed idea. Decide who will write the proposal for additional staff. You can compare this to the average
number of hours employees worked one or two years ago. Write an Executive Summary State the purpose of
your proposal and identify who provided input. Here is a sample headcount justification presentation that can
help you formulate your argument to get more people and hire additional staff. Considering the current
situation, if we do not hire further people, our existing employees might be overworked. The details are set
forth in this proposal approval by the ABC Company executive leadership team. Start With the Essentials
Depending on the size of your organization and the complexity of your staffing plan, your request for
additional staff proposal should have at least four basic sections: Executive Summary Methodology Budget
Some proposals may require additional sections, such as Project Evaluation and Communication Strategy, but
a human resources planning proposal may not need more than the basic four. Compensation for each employee
includes annual wages or salaries, plus the cost of benefits. Joe Neely at Toggl explains the legal, financial,
and social considerations of hiring contract workers. Career professional Matt Krumrie at Flexjobs says many
companies overlook this option, but it can benefit both parties. Provide facts and figures if possible. Thank the
reader for taking time to consider the proposal and offer a deadline for a response, if applicable. This type of
planning generally occurs before the company opens its doors for business. I keep asking, but my request
never gets approved! It provides the framework so you know exactly what questions to ask. Either employees
or managers can do this. Unfortunately, your manager might not agree with your assessment. Write potential
benefits of hiring new staff for the betterment of the organization. If your department will not be able to meet a
crucial deadline, mention this fact. They might quit and take jobs with our competitors if we don't hire another
person soon. It may be better to find a contractor or part-time employee instead of hiring someone full-time for
a few months and then letting them go. Offer a proposed solution. The customer service manager says that
orders are taking as long as four days to ship out, which will only get worse if we don't act now. For example,
your needs assessment might include descriptions of average employee tenure, succession planning, employee
training and development, and attrition and turnover. This creates a window where budgets open up and
companies are looking to move quickly. Do not forget to provide supporting details in the staff hiring
proposal. Adding new team members can actually create more problems in the wrong setting. This will give
you the answers to address their concerns and expedite the approval process. Results Will Show After You
Answer How well does your organization prepare people for leadership and management positions? Does the
position have to be full time? But it is not as easy as it sounds. Not just the salary, but our incentives and
compensation scheme has always been very attractive for the new hires. Identify the Need Begin the letter by
explaining that you are requesting a specific number of new employees. Change jobs.


